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Next generation sequencing analysis of distinctive B cell subsets from leukapheresis products of 

hematopoietic stem cells from healthy donors [1] proved to be a powerful tool to characterize the 

human antibody repertoire. The antibodies produced by human naïve and memory B cells show 

significant differences in their heavy chain CDR3 repertoires. We prove that human heavy chain 

CDR3 loops are shorter in their memory repertoire compared to the naïve repertoire of the same 

donor and show a shift in the usage of an important J gene responsible for the creation of long 

CDR3 (J6) [2].  

In addition, the quantification of specific amino acid motifs observed among all healthy donors 

hint that positive and negative selection shape the antibody memory CDR3 repertoire as opposing 

principles very specifically. These effects are highlighted by the observation of the paradox role 

of tyrosine repeats introduced by J gene 6. The usage of J6 is decreased in memory repertoire of 

healthy donors compared to the naïve repertoire of the same donor.  

For the CDR regions Tyr is described by previous studies to be beneficial for antigen recognition 

and is expected to be positively selected [3]. In contrast, we show the decrease of Tyr motifs and 

Tyr rich J genes (J6) in all analyzed memory repertoires. Previous and current studies describe 

the prevalence of antibodies containing J6 in patients with autoimmune disease and the usage of 

J6 in antibodies against neo antigens in cancer patients [4,5]. We therefore suggest that tyrosine 

rich antibodies with long CDR3 are negatively selected and are an important future research 

subject in understanding autoimmunity.  
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